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EXAMPLES OF OUR WORK

We are a CZECH ENGINEERING COMPANY that has been 

operating in the field for almost 25 YEARS, and as a result, 

we have grown into a strong and experienced partner in the 

field of engineering and manufacturing.

Traditional values such as RELIABILITY, HIGH QUALITY, and 

FAIR APPROACH enable us to maintain the good reputation 

of the company KOVO-PLAZMA s.r.o.

We provide COMPREHENSIVE ORDER PROCESSING -

DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN, MANUFACTURING, PAINTING, 

ASSEMBLY, and TRANSPORTATION. We GUARANTEE HIGH 

QUALITY and PRECISION and are capable of handling even 

most DIFFICULT TASKS of both domestic and international 

clients.

We ENSURE QUALITY CONTROL in the preparation and 

execution of orders, in accordance with ISO 9001.
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❑ SURFACE CLEANING

❑ SURFACE TREATMENT

❑ PRODUCT LABELING

❑ SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

❑ CMM MEASURING

We manufacture custom-made products for

you, ranging from simple sheet metal laser 

parts to welded assemblies and completed

painted units, both in piece and serial

production. This includes specific components

for machinery and production lines, machine

covers and frames, conveyor belt parts,

platforms, containers, cabins, boxes, carts,

bridges, pallets, containers, and more

LASER
CUTTING

SHEET METAL 
BENDING

WELDING METALWORK
DEVELOPMENT 

AND DESIGN

Economical and 

precise laser cutting

on High-End TRUMPF 

machines.

Precise serial and 

piece production

bending using 

TRUMPF CNC press 

brakes.

Welding of non-

alloyed, alloyed steel 

(stainless), aluminum

alloys using MIG, 

MAG, TIG and LAS 

techniques.

Wide range of 

metalwork and 

locksmith operations 

including drilling, 

bending, grinding, 

milling, etc.

Preparation of 2D/3D 

documentation, 3D 

part and assembly 

design, prototype 

design and 

manufacturing.

MANUFACTURING SPECIALIST FROM SHEET METAL

RELIABILITY COMPLEXITY SPEED WILLINGNESS QUALITY

We manufacture for 

the most demanding 

customers

The complexity of 

services and 

technologies

Flexibility in delivery 

deadlines

Cooperative and 

proactive approach to 

our partners

Experienced team of 

experts, advanced 

technologies
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